Attractive Qualities in Leaders:

~ Ability to stand up (and stand alone if nec.) to teammates about issues that will effect TEAM RESULTS

~ Support coaches...loyalty to program

~ Outstanding character on and off the field. (Staying out of trouble)

~ Composure...in pressure situations on and off the field.

~ Low maintenance/ Low drama....puts out fires

~ Has a will to WIN (to be successful) and brings that out in others

~ Confident and Resilient (frustration leads to determination)

~ Trusting (to teammates and coaches)

~ Disciplined and GREAT Work Ethic (does not need to be stood over to do the right thing)

~ Accountable and Self-Reflective

“Leadership is a function of knowing yourself, having a vision that is well communicated, building trust among colleagues, and taking effective action to realize your own leadership potential” ~W. Bennis